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Abstract

Interactive fictions—also called text-based games—are
games in which a player interacts with a virtual world purely
through textual natural language. In this work, we focus on
procedurally generating interactive fiction worlds. Generat-
ing these worlds requires (a) referencing everyday and the-
matic commonsense priors in addition to (b) being semanti-
cally consistent, (c) interesting, (d) coherent throughout, all
while (e) producing fluent natural language descriptions of
places, people, and things. Using existing story plots from
books as inspiration, we present a method that first extracts a
partial knowledge graph encoding basic information regard-
ing world structure such as locations and objects. This knowl-
edge graph is then automatically completed utilizing thematic
knowledge and used to guide a neural language generation
model that fleshes out the rest of the world. We evaluate gen-
erated worlds with human-participant studies, comparing our
technique against rule-based and human-made baselines1.

Introduction

Interactive fictions—also called text-adventure games or
text-based games—are games in which a player inter-
acts with a virtual world purely through textual natural
language—receiving descriptions of what they “see” and
writing out how they want to act. An example can be seen
in Figure 1. Interactive fiction games are often structured
as puzzles, or quests, set within the confines of given game
world. Interactive fictions have been adopted as a test-bed
for real-time game playing agents (Narasimhan, Kulkarni,
and Barzilay 2015; Côté et al. 2018; Hausknecht et al.
2019b). Unlike other, graphical games, interactive fictions
test agents’ abilities to infer the state of the world through
communication and to affect change in the world through
language. Interactive fictions are typically modeled after real
or fantasy worlds; commonsense knowledge is an impor-
tant factor in successfully playing interactive fictions (Am-
manabrolu and Riedl 2019a; Yin and May 2019).
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1Code and data can be found at https://github.com/
rajammanabrolu/WorldGeneration

In this paper we explore a different challenge for arti-
ficial intelligence: automatically generating text-based vir-
tual worlds for interactive fictions. There are four core chal-
lenges to text world generation: (1) Commonsense knowl-
edge: the world must reference priors that the player pos-
sesses so that players can make sense of the world and build
expectations on how to interact with it. This is especially
true in interactive fictions where the world is presented tex-
tually because many details of the world necessarily be left
out (e.g., the pot is on a stove; kitchens are found in houses)
that might otherwise be literal in a graphical virtual world.
(2) Thematic knowledge: interactive fictions usually involve
a theme or genre that comes with its own expectations. For
example, in fantasy worlds, animals can often talk. (3) Co-
herence: the world must not appear to be a random assort-
ment of locations. (4) Natural language: The descriptions of
the rooms as well as the permissible actions must be text,
implying that the system has natural language fluency.

We present an approach to text world generation that con-
structs an interactive, playable, and explorable world based
on the plot of a book. Specifically, we take a story such as
Sherlock Holmes or Rapunzel—a normally linear reading
experience. This provides thematic and genre priors. It also
makes it easier to evaluate generated worlds by providing an
implied ground truth.

Our method extracts a partial, partially-connected knowl-
edge graph from the input story plot, encoding information
regarding locations, characters, and objects, and the rela-
tions between them. However, stories often do not explicitly
contain all the information required to fully fill out such a
graph. Our method fills in missing relation and affordance—
the often unstated knowledge on how to use objects—
information using thematic knowledge gained from train-
ing on stories in a similar genre. The completed knowledge
graph is used to guide a text description generation process
for the locations, characters, and objects. The game is as-
sembled from the knowledge graph and corresponding gen-
erated descriptions.

We performed two separate human subject evaluations—
one for the first phase of knowledge graph construction
and another for the overall game creation process—testing
specifically for coherence, interestingness, and the ability to
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Bank vault
It is about three feet in height, and one and a half in
width.
Exits: Baker Street and Wilson’s shop
You see: Archie, Helper and John Clay

Action: Examine John Clay

John Clay
Short, stocky, and one of the taller kind, John Clay
is the kind of man who lives and dies by the watch
he keeps.

Action: Go to Baker Street

Baker Street
Like any other street in London, it is a-stage-set,
with the best and the worst of society crammed into
one place.

Figure 1: Example player interaction in the deep neural gen-
erated mystery setting.

maintain a theme or genre.

Related Work

There have been a number of recent works in develop-
ing agents that can play text games (Narasimhan, Kulkarni,
and Barzilay 2015; Haroush et al. 2018; Côté et al. 2018;
Hausknecht et al. 2019a). Ammanabrolu and Riedl (2019a;
2019b) and Ammanabrolu and Hausknecht (2020) in partic-
ular use knowledge graphs as state representations for game-
playing agents. These works all focus on agents that learn to
play a given set of interactive fiction games as opposed to
generating them.

Permar and Magerko (2013) present a method of gen-
erating cognitive scripts required for freeform activities in
the form of imaginative play. They take existing cogni-
tive scripts and blend them in the vein of more traditional
conceptual blending (Veale, O’donoghue, and Keane 2000;
Zook, Magerko, and Riedl 2011) to create new blended
scripts. This work does not learn to generate content for in-
teractive fiction games but rather make content by recom-
bining existing, pre-defined knowledge.

Scheherazade-IF (Guzdial et al. 2015) is a system that
generates choose-your-own-adventure style hyperlinked in-
teractive narratives. It learns a graph of key plot elements
and temporal relations between them based on stories writ-
ten by crowd sourcing the task of writing short stories (Li et
al. 2012). Womack and Freeman (2019) propose a method
of creating interactive narratives revolving around locations,
wherein sentences are mapped to a real-world GPS loca-
tion from a corpus of sentences belonging to a certain genre.
In contrast to these models, our method generates a parser-
based interactive fiction in which the player types in a textual
command, allowing for greater expressiveness.

Ammanabrolu et al. (2020) present a technique for gener-
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Figure 2: Example knowledge graph constructed by
AskBERT.

ating quests for text-based games that learns from a corpus
of quests and other descriptions of procedural activity and
then grounded into a given, hand-authored text world. This
paper focuses on the problem of world generation glossed in
the prior work; these two systems are complimentary.

Light (Urbanek et al. 2019) is a crowdsourced dataset
of grounded text-adventure game dialogues. It contains in-
formation regarding locations, characters, and objects set
in a fantasy world. Fan et al. (2019) use Light to generate
worlds for text-based games. They train a neural network
based model using Light to compositionally arrange loca-
tions, characters, and objects into an interactive world. In
contrast, we focus on extracting the information necessary
for building interactive worlds from existing story plots.

World Generation

World generation happens in two phases. In the first phase,
a partial knowledge graph is extracted from a story plot and
then filled in using thematic commonsense knowledge. In
the second phase, the graph is used as the skeleton to gen-
erate a full interactive fiction game—generating textual de-
scriptions or “flavortext” for rooms and embedded objects.
We present a novel neural approach in addition to a rule
guided baseline for each of these phases in this section.

Knowledge Graph Construction

The first phase is to extract a knowledge graph from the
story that depicts locations, characters, objects, and the re-
lations between these entities. We present two techniques.
The first uses neural question-answering technique to ex-
tract relations from a story text. The second, provided as a
baseline, uses OpenIE5,2 a commonly used rule-based in-
formation extraction technique. For the sake of simplicity,
we considered primarily the location-location and location-
character/object relations, represented by the “next to” and
“has” edges respectively in Figure 2.

2https://github.com/dair-iitd/OpenIE-standalone
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Neural Graph Construction While many neural models
already exist that perform similar tasks such as named en-
tity extraction and part of speech tagging, they often come
at the cost of large amounts of specialized labeled data
suited for that task. We instead propose a new method that
leverages models trained for context-grounded question-
answering tasks to do entity extraction with no task de-
pendent data or fine-tuning necessary. Our method, dubbed
AskBERT, leverages the Question-Answering (QA) model
ALBERT (Lan et al. 2019) by asking it relevant questions.
AskBERT consists of two steps seen in Figure 3: vertex ex-
traction and graph construction.

The first step is to extract the set of entities—graph
vertices—from the story. We are looking to extract infor-
mation specifically regarding characters, locations, and ob-
jects. This is done by using asking the QA model questions
such as “Who is a character in the story?”. Ribeiro, Guestrin,
and Singh (2019) have shown that the phrasing of questions
given to a QA model is important and this forms the basis
of how we formulate our questions—questions are asked so
that they are more likely to return a single answer, e.g. ask-
ing “Where is a location in the story?” as opposed to “Where
are the locations in the story?”. In particular, we notice that
pronoun choice can be crucial; “Where is a location in the
story?” yielded more consistent extraction than “What is a
location in the story?”. ALBERT QA is trained to also out-
put a special <no-answer> token when it cannot find an
answer to the question within the story. Our method makes
use of this by iteratively asking QA model a question and
masking out the most likely answer outputted on the pre-
vious step. This process continues until the <no-answer>
token becomes the most likely answer.

The next step is graph construction. Typical interactive
fiction worlds are usually structured as trees, i.e. no cy-
cles except between locations. Using this fact, we use an
approach that builds a graph from the vertex set by one
relation—or edge—at a time. Once again using the entire
story plot as context, we query the ALBERT-QA model
picking a random starting location x from the set of ver-
tices previously extracted and asking the questions “What
location can I visit from x?” and “Who/What is in x?”. The
methodology for phrasing these questions follows that de-
scribed for the vertex extraction. The answer given by the
QA model is matched to the vertex set by picking the vertex
u that contains the best word-token overlap with the answer.
Relations between vertices are added by computing a rela-
tion probability on the basis of the output probabilities of the
answer given by the QA model. The probability that vertices
x, u are related:

P (x, u) =
p(x, u) + p(u, x)

2
(1)

where

p(x, u) =
∑

o∈QA outputs

p(o)1{u = argmax
v

(v ∩ o)} (2)

is the sum of the individual token probabilities of the over-
lapping tokens in the answer from the QA model and u.
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Figure 3: Overall AskBERT pipeline for graph construction.
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They are John Clay, who has a
long history of criminal activity
already, and his helper Archie.

Q: Who is John Clay?
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Short, stocky, and one of the taller
kind, John Clay is the kind of man
who lives and dies by the watch he
keeps.
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Figure 4: Overview for neural description generation.

Rule-Based Graph Construction We compared our pro-
posed AskBERT method with a non-neural, rule-based ap-
proach. This approach is based on the information extracted
by OpenIE5, followed by some post-processing such as
named-entity recognition and part-of-speech tagging. Ope-
nIE5 combines several cutting-edge ideas from several exist-
ing papers (Saha and Mausam 2018; Pal and Mausam 2016;
Christensen et al. 2011) to create a powerful information ex-
traction tool. For a given sentence, OpenIE5 generates mul-
tiple triples in the format of 〈entity, relation, entity〉 as
concise representations of the sentence, each with a confi-
dence score. These triples are also occasionally annotated
with location information indicating that a triple happened
in a location.

As in the neural AskBERT model, we attempt to extract
information regarding locations, characters, and objects. The
entire story plot is passed into the OpenIE5 and we receive a
set of triples. The location annotations on the triples are used
to create a set of locations. We mark which sentences in the
story contain these locations. POS tagging based on marking
noun-phrases is then used in conjunction with NER to fur-
ther filter the set of triples—identifying the set of characters
and objects in the story.

The graph is constructed by linking the set of triples on the
basis of the location they belong to. While some sentences
contain very explicit location information for OpenIE5 to
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mark it out in the triples, most of them do not. We therefore
make the assumption that the location remains the same for
all triples extracted in between sentences where locations are
explicitly mentioned. For example, if there exists locationA
in the 1st sentence and locationB in the 5th sentence of the
story, all the events described in sentences 1-4 are consid-
ered to take place in locationA. The entities mentioned in
these events are connected to locationA in the graph.

Description Generation

The second phase involves using the constructed knowledge
graph to generate textual descriptions of the entities we have
extracted, also known as flavortext. This involves generating
descriptions of what a player “sees” when they enter a lo-
cation and short blurbs for each object and character. These
descriptions need to not only be faithful to the information
present in the knowledge graph and the overall story plot but
to also contain flavor and be interesting for the player.

Neural Description Generation Here, we approach the
problem of description generation by taking inspiration from
conditional transformer-based generation methods (Shirish
Keskar et al. 2019) and use our constructed knowledge graph
to aid in generating the textual descriptions that make up
the world . Our approach is outlined in Figure 4 and an ex-
ample description shown in Figure 1. The knowledge graph
is crucial in this process for two main reasons: (1) it lends
thematically consistency to the structure of the world—the
world would simply be a random collection of locations oth-
erwise, and (2) the relations in the knowledge graph are used
to construct the prompt used to condition the description
generation network. For any given entity in the story, we
first locate it in the story plot and then construct a prompt
which consists of the entire story up to and including the
sentence when the entity is first mentioned in the story fol-
lowed by a question asking to describe that entity. With re-
spect to prompts, we found that more direct methods such as
question-answering were more consistent than open-ended
sentence completion. For example, “Q: Who is the prince?
A:” often produced descriptions that were more faithful to
the information already present about the prince in the story
than “You see the prince. He is/looks”. This question de-
pends on the relations linking the entity to others in the
knowledge graph as seen in Figure 2, e.g. “next to” refer
to locations and so lead to prompt such as “What does the
bank vault look like?”.

For our transformer-based generation, we use a pre-
trained 355M GPT-2 model (Radford et al. 2019) finetuned
on a corpus of plot summaries collected from Wikipedia.
The plots used for finetuning are tailored specific to the
genre of the story in order to provide more relevant gen-
eration for the target genre. Additional details regarding the
datasets used are provided in the section on Evaluation. This
method strikes a balance between knowledge graph verbal-
ization techniques which often lack “flavor” and open ended
generation which struggles to maintain semantic coherence.

Rules-Based Description Generation In the rule-based
approach, we utilized the templates from the built-in text
game generator of TextWorld (Côté et al. 2018) to generate

the description for our graphs. TextWorld is an open-source
library that provides a way to generate text-game learning
environments for training reinforcement learning agents us-
ing pre-built grammars.

Two major templates involved here are the Room In-
tro Templates and Container Description Templates from
TextWorld, responsible for generating descriptions of loca-
tions and blurbs for objects/characters respectively. The lo-
cation and object/character information are taken from the
knowledge graph constructed previously. Examples of:

• Room Intro Templates: “This might come as a shock to
you, but you’ve just #entered# a 〈location-name〉”

• Container Description Templates: “The 〈location-name〉
#contains# 〈object/person-name〉”

Each token surrounded by # sign can be expanded using
a select set of terminal tokens. For instance, #entered#
could be filled with any of the following phrases here: en-
tered; walked into; fallen into; moved into; stumbled into;
come into. Additional prefixes, suffixes and adjectives were
added to increase the relative variety of descriptions. Unlike
the neural methods, the rule-based approach is not able to
generate detailed and flavorful descriptions of the proper-
ties of the locations/objects/characters. By virtue of the tem-
plates, however, it is much better at maintaining consistency
with the information contained in the knowledge graph.

Evaluation

We conducted two sets of human participant evaluations
by recruiting participants over Amazon Mechanical Turk.
The first evaluation tests the knowledge graph construction
phase, in which we measure perceived coherence and genre
or theme resemblance of graphs extracted by different mod-
els. The second study compares full games—including de-
scription generation and game assembly, which can’t easily
be isolated from graph construction—generated by different
methods. This study looks at how interesting the games were
to the players in addition to overall coherence and genre
resemblance. Both studies are performed across two gen-
res: mystery and fairy-tales. This is done in part to test the
relative effectiveness of our approach across different gen-
res with varying thematic commonsense knowledge. The
dataset used was compiled via story summaries that were
scraped from Wikipedia via a recursive crawling bot. The
bot searched pages for both plot sections as well as links
to other potential stories. From the process, 695 fairy-tales
and 536 mystery stories were compiled from two categories:
novels and short stories. We note that the mysteries did not
often contain many fantasy elements, i.e. they consisted of
mysteries set in our world such as Sherlock Holmes, while
the fairy-tales were much more removed from reality. De-
tails regarding how each of the studies were conducted and
the corresponding setup are presented below.

Knowledge Graph Construction Evaluation

We first select a subset of 10 stories randomly from each
genre and then extract a knowledge graph using three dif-
ferent models. Each participant is presented with the three
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Genre Category Neural Rules

Mystery
Locations 7.2 3.5
Characters 4.8 4.1
Objects 3.2 12.2

Fairy-tale
Locations 4.0 1.8
Characters 3.3 1.2
Objects 4.1 8.7

Table 1: Vertex statistics: Average vertex count by type per
genre. The random model has the same vertex statistics as
the neural model.

Genre Statistic Neural Rules Random

Mystery Avg. Edges 10.7 22.3 10.7
Avg. Degree 1.63 ± 1.77 2.15 ± 0.38 1.63 ± 1.63

Fairy-tale Avg. Edges 16.7 12 16.7
Avg. Degree 1.73 ± 2.04 1.98 ± 0.29 1.73 ± 1.64

Table 2: Edge and degree statistics: Average edge count ,
average degree count, and degree standard deviation of the
graphs.

graphs extracted from a single story in each genre and then
asked to rank them on the basis of how coherent they were
and how well the graphs match the genre. The graphs re-
sembles the one shown in Figure 2 and are presented to the
participant sequentially. The exact order of the graphs and
genres was also randomized to mitigate any potential latent
correlations. Overall, this study had a total of 130 partici-
pants. This ensures that, on average, graphs from every story
were seen by 13 participants.

In addition to the neural AskBERT and rules-based meth-
ods, we also test a variation of the neural model which we
dub to be the “random” approach. The method of vertex
extraction remains identical to the neural method, but we
instead connect the vertices randomly instead of selecting
the most confident according to the QA model. We initialize
the graph with a starting location entity. Then, we randomly
sample from the vertex set and connect it to a randomly
sampled location in the graph until every vertex has been
connected. This ablation in particular is designed to test the
ability of our neural model to predict relations between enti-
ties. It lets us observe how accurately linking related vertices
effects each of the metrics that we test for. For a fair compar-
ison between the graphs produced by different approaches,
we randomly removed some of the nodes and edges from
the initial graphs so that the maximum number of locations
per graph and the maximum number of objects/people per
location in each story genre are the same.

The results are shown in Table 3. We show the median
rank of each of the models for both questions across the gen-
res. Ranked data is generally closely interrelated and so we
perform Friedman’s test between the three models to vali-
date that the results are statistically significant. This is pre-
sented as the p-value in table (asterisks indicate significance
at p < 0.05). In cases where we make comparisons between
specific pairs of models, when necessary, we additionally
perform the Mann-Whitney U test to ensure that the rank-
ings differed significantly.

Genre Questions Neural Rules Random p-value

Mystery Resembles Genre 2 1 3 0.35
Coherence 1 2 3 0.049∗

Fairy-tale Resembles Genre 1 3 2 0.014∗
Coherence 1 3 2 0.013∗

Table 3: Results of the knowledge graph evaluation study
showing the median rank of each model.

In the mystery genre, the rules-based method was often
ranked first in terms of genre resemblance, followed by the
neural and random models. This particular result was not
statistically significant however, likely indicating that all the
models performed approximately equally in this category.
The neural approach was deemed to be the most coherent
followed by the rules and random. For the fairy-tales, the
neural model ranked higher on both of the questions asked
of the participants. In this genre, the random neural model
also performed better than the rules-based approach.

Tables 1 and 2 show the statistics of the constructed
knowledge graphs in terms of vertices and edges. We see
that the rules-based graph construction has a lower number
of locations, characters, and relations between entities but
far more objects in general. The greater number of objects is
likely due to the rules-based approach being unable to cor-
rectly identify locations and characters. The gap between the
methods is less pronounced in the mystery genre as opposed
to the fairy-tales, in fact the rules-based graphs have more re-
lations than the neural ones. The random and neural models
have the same number of entities in all categories by con-
struction but random in general has lower variance on the
number of relations found. In this case as well, the variance
is lower for mystery as opposed to fairy-tales. When taken
in the context of the results in Table 3, it appears to indi-
cate that leveraging thematic commonsense in the form of
AskBERT for graph construction directly results in graphs
that are more coherent and maintain genre more easily. This
is especially true in the case of the fairy-tales where the the-
matic and everyday commonsense diverge more than in the
case of the mysteries.

Full Game Evaluation

This participant study was designed to test the overall game
formulation process encompassing both phases described in
the section on World Generation. A single story from each
genre was chosen by hand from the 10 stories used for the
graph evaluation process. From the knowledge graphs for
this story, we generate descriptions using the neural, rules,
and random approaches described previously. Additionally,
we introduce a human-authored game for each story here to
provide an additional benchmark. This author selected was
familiar with text-adventure games in general as well as the
genres of detective mystery and fairy tale. To ensure a fair
comparison, we ensure that the maximum number of loca-
tions and maximum number of characters/objects per loca-
tion matched the other methods. After setting general for-
mat expectations, the author read the selected stories and
constructed knowledge graphs in a corresponding three step
process of: identifying the n most important entities in the
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Genre Questions Neural vs. Random (%) Neural vs. Rules (%) Neural vs. Human (%)

Mystery
Interesting 55 vs. 45 28 vs. 72* 31 vs. 69*
Coherence 64 vs. 36* 55 vs. 45* 31 vs. 69*
Resembles Genre 55 vs. 45 62 vs. 38* 25 vs. 75*

Fairy-tale
Interesting 58 vs. 42 63 vs. 37* 36 vs. 64*
Coherence 75 vs. 25* 75 vs. 25* 55 vs. 45
Resembles Genre 75 vs. 25* 63 vs. 37* 31 vs. 69*

Table 4: Results of the full game evaluation participant study showing the pairwise percentage of participants preferring the
baseline shown to the neural model. *Indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05).

story, mapping positional relationships between entities, and
then synthesizing flavor text for the entities based off of said
location, the overall story plot, and background topic knowl-
edge.

Once the knowledge graph and associated descriptions are
generated for a particular story, they are then automatically
turned into a fully playable text-game using the text game
engine Evennia.3 Evennia was chosen for its flexibility and
customization, as well as a convenient web client for end
user testing. The data structures were translated into builder
commands within Evennia that constructed the various lay-
outs, flavor text, and rules of the game world. Users were
placed in one “room” out of the different world locations
within the game they were playing, and asked to explore
the game world that was available to them. Users achieved
this by moving between rooms and investigating objects.
Each time a new room was entered or object investigated,
the player’s total number of explored entities would be dis-
played as their score.

Each participant was asked to play the neural game and
then another one from one of the three additional models
within a genre. The completion criteria for each game is col-
lect half the total score possible in the game, i.e. explore
half of all possible rooms and examine half of all possible
entities. This provided the participant with multiple possible
methods of finishing a particular game. On completion, the
participant was asked to rank the two games according to
overall perceived coherence, interestingness, and adherence
to the genre. We additionally provided a required initial tu-
torial game which demonstrated all of these mechanics. The
order in which participants played the games was also ran-
domized as in the graph evaluation to remove potential cor-
relations. We had 75 participants in total, 39 for mystery and
36 for fairy-tales. As each player played the neural model
created game and one from each of the other approaches—
this gave us 13 on average for the other approaches in the
mystery genre and 12 for fairy-tales.

The summary of the results of the full game study is
shown in Table 4. As the comparisons made in this study
are all made pairwise between our neural model and one of
the baselines—they are presented in terms of what percent-
age of participants prefer the baseline game over the neural
game. Once again, as this is highly interrelated ranked data,
we perform the Mann-Whitney U test between each of the
pairs to ensure that the rankings differed significantly. This

3http://www.evennia.com/

is also indicated on the table.
In the mystery genre, the neural approach is generally pre-

ferred by a greater percentage of participants than the rules
or random. The human-made game outperforms them all.
A significant exception is that participants thought that the
rules-based game was more interesting than the neural game.
The trends in the fairy-tale genre are in general similar with
a few notable deviations. The first deviation is that the rules-
based and random approaches perform significantly worse
than neural in this genre. We see also that the neural game is
as coherent as the human-made game.

As in the previous study, we hypothesize that this is likely
due to the rules-based approach being more suited to the
mystery genre, which is often more mundane and contains
less fantastical elements. By extension, we can say that the-
matic commonsense in fairy-tales has less overlap with ev-
eryday commonsense than for mundane mysteries. This has
a few implications, one of which is that this theme spe-
cific information is unlikely to have been seen by OpenIE5
before. This is indicated in the relatively improved perfor-
mance of the rules-based model in this genre across in terms
of both interestingness and coherence.The genre difference
can also be observed in terms of the performance of the ran-
dom model. This model is also lacking when compared to
our neural model across all the questions asked especially
in the fairy-tale setting. This implies that filling in gaps in
the knowledge graph using thematically relevant informa-
tion from AskBERT results in more interesting and coherent
descriptions and games especially in settings where the the-
matic commonsense diverges from everyday commonsense.

Conclusion

Procedural world generation systems are required to be se-
mantically consistent, comply with thematic and everyday
commonsense understanding, and maintain overall interest-
ingness. We describe an approach that transform a linear
reading experience in the form of a story plot into an in-
teractive narrative experience. Our method, AskBERT, ex-
tracts and fills in a knowledge graph using thematic com-
monsense and then uses it as a skeleton to flesh out the
rest of the world. A key insight from our human participant
study reveals that the ability to construct a thematically con-
sistent knowledge graph is critical to overall perceptions of
coherence and interestingness particularly when the theme
diverges from everyday commonsense understanding.
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